The added value of data warehouse-based
Business Intelligence
Cegeka Business Insight Suite
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The next step, a data warehouse
That is why the Cegeka Business Insight Suite is built on a separate, underlying data warehouse, where data is
transformed, stored and structured. Every night, data is extracted, transformed and loaded from the ERP database and
other sources. That process relieves stress on the Dynamics 365 or AX database. From the data warehouse, relevant tables
can be extracted with great speed and data is structured, pre-calculated and combined into cubes in which all relevant
data for one domain is consolidated.
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The data in those cubes can be visualized with a wide range of BI-tools and spreadsheet applications like PowerBI, Excel, Targit and
many more. Several useful templates can be used and reports can be fully personalized to suit the requirements of every user.

So what are the benefits?
Business Insight that is founded on a solid, separate data warehouse offers broader insight, and more intelligent
possibilities, and thanks to the broad, ready-to-use standard content, up to 80% of your intelligence requirements can be
met from day 1. But there are even more benefits to consider.
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Are you interested in more Business Insight?
Does your organization feel a need for more insight?
We’d like to hear your story.
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